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Control mechanisms are now similar in each vehicle type—fly-by-wire motor control ... or automatically (by means of an AI or machine-learning algorithm). Furthermore, on-the-road testing of advanced ...
What’s the Difference Between Autonomous and Electric Vehicles?
Exercise training also increases dendritic spine formation and motor learning. Together, exercise activates mTOR pathway, which is necessary for spinogenesis, neuronal activation, and axonal ...
Exercise training improves motor skill learning via selective activation of mTOR
Motor adaptation maintains movement accuracy over the lifetime. Saccadic eye movements have been used successfully to study the mechanisms and neural basis of adaptation. Using behaviorally ...
Motor learning by selection in visual working memory
The Master’s program with a concentration in Motor Learning and Control (MLC) prepares students for careers related to coaching, physical education, human physiology and therapeutic rehabilitation.
Motor Learning
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) recently awarded Amy Bastian, Ph.D., PT, chief science officer and director of the Motion Analysis Lab at Kennedy Krieger Institute, with an eight-year, $4.7 ...
Kennedy Krieger Institute researcher wins NIH award for movement learning study
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) recently awarded Amy Bastian, Ph.D., PT, chief science officer and director of the Motion Analysis Lab at Kennedy Krieger Institute, with an eight-year, $4.7 ...
NIH awards $4.7m to Kennedy Krieger Institute researcher for movement learning study
Toyota Motor Corp. has chosen ZF and Mobileye, an Intel company, to develop advanced driver-assistance systems for use in multiple vehicle platforms.
ZF and Mobileye Safety Technology Chosen by Toyota
The motor company will help buy equipment for the center, a collaboration between the University of Arkansas and Fort Smith Public Schools to create career pathway programs in 22 districts, set to ...
ABB Donates $1M for Peak Innovation Center in Arkansas
ABB’s NEMA motor division will support the Peak Innovation Center in Fort Smith with $1 million to use on advanced manufacturing equipment. The Peak Innovation Center, under construction ...
ABB's $1M contribution to the Peak Innovation Center will support the advanced manufacturing program
With EVs being a hot topic recently, what trending designs were used in the past could be learned from? Oak Ridge National Laboratory aims to do just that through its benchmarking project.
Learning From the Past: EV High Power Density Trends
Hyundai Motor North America today introduced the all-new IONIQ 5, an electric crossover utility vehicle (CUV) with a targeted driving range of 300 miles, design inspired by Hyundai's '45' EV concept, ...
Hyundai IONIQ 5 Electric CUV Disrupts EV Market with Ultra-Fast Charging and Vehicle-to-Load Power Capability
ABB’s NEMA motor division announced its support of Peak Innovation Center in Fort Smith, Arkansas. The company's $1 million investment will be dedicated to the acquisition of state-of-the-art ...
ABB invests in Peak Innovation Center
The company, best known for its data prep bona fides, leverages its acquisitions in the machine learning space to announce new data science features in Alteryx Designer and new standalone AutoML ...
Alteryx announces new AutoML product and Intelligence Suite
Automated cell classification in cancer biology is a challenging topic in computer vision and machine learning research. Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women that usually involves ...
Learning deep features for dead and living breast cancer cell classification without staining
Possibly one of the most anticipated cars of the year, the 2022 Genesis GV70 is the second SUV in the ever-expanding Genesis portfolio. Genesis today announced the North American pricing for the ...
2022 Genesis GV70 Puts The Sport in Sport Utility from $42,045
With the global auto industry’s push toward vehicles becoming cleaner and safer, Toyota Motor Corp. unveiled in Japan new versions of the Lexus LS and Toyota Mirai, both equipped with advanced ...
Toyota Launches Semi-Autonomous Cars in Japan—and Will Bring the Tech to the US This Fall
"We are pleased to continue our partnership with WM Motor as they start to deploy the next generation of EV vehicles in the marketplace with advanced intelligence, functional safety, connectivity ...
WM Motor Chooses BlackBerry QNX to Power Its W6 All-Electric SUV
"We are pleased to continue our partnership with WM Motor as they start to deploy the next generation of EV vehicles in the marketplace with advanced intelligence, functional safety, connectivity and ...
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